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ABSTRACT:

The globalization impact reaches the productive industrial change, with other forms of organizing the production, like the Local Productive Arrangements (APL, in Portuguese). The APLs are a spatial concentration of enterprises of the same sector, which act in the various phases of production and which entrepreneurial relationship generate synergy for cooperation and competition. These enterprises demand new territorialities and sustainability levels, so that the transformations on the territory take to de dislocation of the central industrial areas toward external ones and also stimulate the relevance of small and median industries at the expense of the traditional ones. This kind of flexible industrialization is being developed in the hinterland of the State of São Paulo, increasing its industry share and performance on the total country GDP, with benefits from the external economies and local incentives. Within São Paulo State 14 municipalities may be identified through their productive concentrations, among them deserve emphasis Franca and Limeira. Therefore within this scenery one seeks to discuss the territorial changes of production that occurred during the period between 1970 and 2006, as focused into the BRUNA ET AL, 2006 research, focusing how the growth and production indicators can characterize this transformation through the input-out-put analysis, based on the local reality of the socioeconomic context, detaching the productive process as influenced by the globalization of the economy, facing the interdependency between local and regional production.